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Rotary airbornewindenergy systems thatuse rotors simi-
lar to conventional wind turbines and ground based gen-
erators combine some of the known benefits of Loyd [1]
based crosswind kite power systems with potential addi-
tional benefits such as continuous energy generation, no
tether drag from crosswind flight, passive control, use of
łcheapž lift and easier launch and landing.

Airbornewind energy systemswithout crosswindmotion
typically have a bad power/blade area ratio. The talk dis-
cusses a rotor design that can alleviate this disadvantage.
It treats the blades of the rotary wing as independent air-
borne wings that are only connected for easier control
and launch. The airfoils start at some distance from the
hub thus achieving high tip speeds with smaller blade
area than conventional rotors.

Our implementationof sucha rotor uses rigid blades. The
rigid design provides a better power coefficient and sta-
ble operation in turbulent air. Thereby allowing us to fo-
cus on the stability of the energy transmission.

For continuous torsion-based power transfer from the ro-
tor to the ground a tensegrity based torsional stiff struc-
ture (łhelixž) has been developed and tested.

This design has been chosen over the pure Tensile Rotary

Power Transmission (TRPT) of the DAISY system [2,3] as
it allows for linear scaling with constant diameter. The
power transfer lines are being held in a squared helix
shape reducing twist induced lag and oscillations.

A 300 W demonstrator system with 60 cm blades, a rotor
diameter of 4.8m and a helix length of 30mhas been de-
signed, build and tested for more than 10 hours.

This talk shares practical experiences with this torsion
based rigid blade rotary airborne wind energy system.

The talk discusses the design rationale, lessons learned,
successes and dead ends. It presents field test footage
(also available here https://bit.ly/2maLiLs) and provides
an outlook.
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